In a wind farm turbines convert wind energy into electrical energy. The generation of each turbine is transmitted, possibly via other turbines, to a substation that is connected to the power grid. On every possible interconnection there can be at most one of various different cable types. Each type comes with a cost per unit length and with a capacity. Designing a cost-minimal cable layout for a wind farm to feed all turbine production into the power grid is called the Wind Farm Cabling Problem (WCP).
Introduction
Wind energy becomes increasingly important to help reduce effects of climate change. As of 2017, 11.6 % of the total electricity demand in the European Union is covered by wind power [25] . Across the Atlantic, the state of New York aims at installing 2.4 GW of offshore wind energy capacity by 2030, which could cover the demand of 1.2 million homes [19] .
In an offshore wind farm a set of turbines generate electrical energy. From offshore substations the energy is transmitted via sea cables to an onshore grid point. One of the biggest wind farms currently planned is Hornsea Project Three in the North Sea with up to 300 turbines and twelve substations [1] . To transport turbine production to the substations, a system of cables links turbines to substations (internal cabling) where multiple turbines may be connected in series. The designer of a wind farm has various cable types available, each of which with respective costs and thermal capacities. The latter restricts the amount of energy that can be transmitted through a cable. Planning a wind farm as a whole consists of various steps, including determining the locations for turbines and substations, layouting the connections from substations to the grid point, and designing the internal cabling. The planning process comes with a high level of complexity, which automated approaches struggle with [24] . Therefore, one might opt for decoupling the planning steps. We call the task of finding a cost-minimal internal cabling of a wind farm with given turbine and substation positions, as well as given turbine production and substation capacities, the Wind Farm Cabling Problem (WCP). Since WCP is a generalization of the N P-hard problem Capacitated Minimum Spanning Tree [21] , it is N P-hard as well.
Due to the overall cost of a wind farm, using one day of computation time or more arguably is a reasonable way to approach WCP. Such computation times, however, are not appropriate for an interactive planning process: Imagine a wind farm planner uses a planning tool which allows altering turbine positions to explore their influence on possible cable layouts. In that case, computation times of at most several seconds are desirable.
Contribution and Outline
We extend our recent proof-of-concept, in which negative cycle canceling is applied to a formulation of WCP as a network flow problem (cf. Section 3) with a step cost function representing the cable types [14] . The idea of negative cycle canceling is to iteratively identify cycles in a graph in which the edges are associated with the costs of (or gains from) changing the flow. Normally, a cycle of negative total cost corresponds to a way to decrease the cost of a previously found flow. Due to the step cost function, however, not every negative cycle helps improve a solution to WCP. We explore this and other issues for negative cycle canceling that arise from the step cost function in the flow problem formulation for WCP. We present a modification of the Bellman-Ford algorithm [3, 9] and build a theoretical foundation that explains how the modified algorithm addresses the aforementioned issues, e. g., by being able to identify cycles that actually improve a solution. This modification works on a subgraph of the line graph (cf. page 7) of the input graph and can be implemented in the same asymptotic running time as the original Bellman-Ford algorithm.
We further extend that heuristic by identifying two key abstraction layers and applying different strategies in those layers. Using different initializations is hinted at in the section on future work in [14] . We follow this hint and design eight concrete initialization strategies. In another layer, we propose a total of eight so-called "delta strategies" that specify the order in which different values for flow changes are considered.
In [14] we compared the Negative Cycle Canceling (NCC) algorithm to a Mixed-integer Linear Program (MILP) using the MILP solver Gurobi with one-hour running times on benchmark sets from the literature [17] . We extend this evaluation by identifying the best of our variants and by comparing its results to the results of MILP experiments after running times of two seconds, one hour, and one day on the same benchmark sets. A running time of two seconds helps identify the usefulness of the NCC algorithm to an interactive planning process. The other running times stand for non-time-critical planning. We also compare the algorithm to an approach using Simulated Annealing [17] with different running times. The results show that our heuristic is very fast since it terminates on instances with up to 500 turbines in under 100 seconds. At two seconds our algorithm outperforms its competitors, making it feasible for interactive wind farm planning. Even with longer running times for the MILP-and SA-approaches, our algorithm yields solutions to WCP of similar quality but in tens of seconds. In Section 2 we review existing work on WCP and negative cycle canceling. In Section 3 we define WCP as a flow problem. We give theoretical insights on the difference to standard flow problems and present and analyze our Negative Cycle Canceling algorithm in Section 4. An extensive experimental evaluation of the algorithm is given in Section 5. We conclude with a short summary of the results and outline possible research directions (see Section 6).
Related Work
In one of the first works on WCP, a hierarchical decomposition of the problem was introduced [4] . The layers relate to well-known graph problems and heuristics for various settings are proposed. Since then, considerable effort has been put into solving variants of WCP. Exact solutions can be computed using Mixed-integer Linear Program (MILP) formulations including various degrees of technical constraints, e. g., line losses, component failures, and wind stochasticity [18] . However, sizes of wind farms that are solved to optimality in reasonable time are small. Metaheuristics such as Genetic Algorithms [26, 6] or Simulated Annealing [17] can provide good but not necessarily optimal solutions in relatively short computation times. We applied negative cycle canceling to a suitable flow formulation for WCP [14] , but there is still an extensive agenda of open questions such as investigating the effect of other cable types, a comparison to existing heuristics, and using the solution as warm start for a MILP solver. Originally, negative cycle canceling is proposed in the context of minimum cost circulations when linear cost functions are considered [16] . The algorithm for the MinimumCost Flow Problem based on cycle canceling with strongly polynomial running time runs in O(nm(log n) min{log(nC), m log n}) time on a network with n vertices, m edges, and maximum absolute value of costs C [12] . The bound for the running time of this algorithm was later tightened to Θ(min{nm log(nC), nm 2 }) [22] . Negative cycle canceling has also been used for problems with non-linear cost functions. Among these are multicommodity flow problems with certain non-linear yet convex cost functions based on a queueing model [20] and the Capacity Expansion Problem for multicommodity flow networks with certain nonconvex and non-smooth cost functions [7] . A classic algorithm for finding negative cycles is the Bellman-Ford algorithm [3, 9] with heuristic improvements [13, 11] . An experimental evaluation of these heuristics and other negative cycle detection algorithms is given in [5] .
A step cost function similar to the one in WCP appears in a multicommodity flow problem, for which exact solutions can be obtained by a procedure based on Benders Decomposition [10] . However, this procedure is only evaluated on instances with up to 20 vertices and 37 edges and some running times exceed 13 hours. While our approach does not guarantee to solve WCP to optimality, our evaluation shows that the solution quality is very good compared to the MILP with running times not exceeding 100 seconds on wind farms with up to 500 turbines.
Model
The model presented in this paper is based on an existing flow model for WCP [14] . We briefly recall the model. Given a wind farm, let V T and V S be the sets of turbines and substations, respectively. We define a vertex set V of a graph by V = V T ∪ V S . For any two vertices u and v that can be connected by a cable in the wind farm, we define exactly one directed edge e = (u, v), where the direction is chosen arbitrarily. We obtain a directed
There are no edges between any two substations since we consider the wind farm planning step in which all positions of turbines and substations, as well as the cabling from substations to the onshore grid point have been fixed. We assume that all turbines generate one unit of electricity. Note that our algorithm can be easily generalized to handle non-uniform integral generation. Substations have a capacity cap sub : V S → N representing the maximum amount of turbine production they can handle and each edge has a length given by len : E → R ≥0 representing the geographic distance between the endpoints of the edge.
A flow on G is a function f : E → R and for an edge (u, v) with f (u, v) > 0 (resp. < 0), we say that f (u, v) units of flow go from u to v (resp. −f (u, v) units go from v to u). For a flow f and a vertex u we define the net flow in u by
A flow f is feasible if the conditions on flow conservation for both turbines (Equation (1)) and substations (Equation (2)) are satisfied and if there is no outflow from any substation (Equations (3) and (4)).
Let c : R ≥0 → R ≥0 ∪ {∞} be a non-decreasing, left-continuous step function with c(0) = 0. This function represents the cable costs and sup{x ∈ R ≥0 : c(x) < ∞} is the maximum cable capacity, which we assume to be a natural number. Note that such a function is neither convex nor concave in general. The cost of a flow on a wind farm graph is then given by
The value of c (|f (e)|) stands for the cost per unit length of the cheapest cable type with sufficient capacity to transmit |f (e)| units of turbine production. With all that, WCP is the problem of finding a feasible flow f on a given wind farm graph that minimizes the cost. There is an analogon to the linear-cost integer flow theorem (e. g. [2, Thm. 9.10]) that guarantees an optimal flow with integral values.
Lemma 1. Suppose the cost function is discontinuous only at integers and there is a feasible flow. Then, there is a cost-minimal integral flow.
Proof. Suppose f is a (possibly non-integral) flow of minimum costs. We define another flow network on the same graph by setting the capacity cap(e) of every edge e to |f (e)| . Each turbine requires a net flow of −1. We model the substation capacities by adding a new vertex s and edges from all substations to s with capacities equal to the substation capacities. The net flow shall be 0 at all substations and |V T | at s. We further define zero costs for flows on all edges. By the integrality property of min-cost flow problems with linear cost functions (e. g., [2, Thm. 9.10]) there is a feasible integral flow f in this network. Due to the construction of the flow network, f satisfies the constraints in Equations (1) to (4) .
Since the cost function c is non-decreasing, it holds for all e ∈ E that c(x) ≤ c(|f (e)|) for all x ∈ [0, |f (e)|]. Since c is a left-continuous step function that is discontinuous only at integers, we also have c(x) ≤ c(|f (e)|) for all x ∈ [|f (e)|, cap(e)]. It holds in particular that c(|f (e)|) ≤ c(|f (e)|). Thus, cost(f ) ≤ cost(f ) and f is optimal in the original network.
Algorithm
Given a wind farm graph G we define the residual graph R of G with vertices V (R) and
whereē is the reverse of e. The new vertex s, the super substation, is a virtual substation without capacity, that is connected to all substations. The edges to and from s are used to model the substation capacity constraints and to allow the production of one turbine to be reassigned to another substation. For a given feasible flow f in G of finite cost and ∆ ∈ N we further define residual costs, which represent by how much the cost for the edge changes if the flow on the edge is increased by ∆ (cf. Figure 1 In a nutshell, the Negative Cycle Canceling (NCC) algorithm (Algorithm 1) starts with an initial feasible flow and some value of ∆, computes the residual costs, and looks for a negative cycle 1 in the residual graph. If the algorithm finds a negative cycle, it cancels the cycle, i. e., it changes the flow by adding ∆ units of flow on all (residual) edges of the cycle. Note that this may decrease the actual amount of flow on edges of G. Then this procedure is repeated with the new flow and some value of ∆ which may but not need to differ from the previous one. If no negative cycle is found, a new value of ∆ is chosen and new residual costs are computed. This loop is repeated until all sensible values of ∆ have been considered for a single flow, which is then returned by the algorithm. This flow is of integer value, since the initial flow is designed to only have integer values and we solely consider natural values for ∆. Without loss of generality we can restrict ourselves to integer flows according to Lemma 1, even though our algorithm does not necessarily find an optimal solution of WCP. One question we answer is to what extent the algorithm benefits from different initial flows and different orders in which the values of ∆ are chosen. We present various initializations and orders for ∆ in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The details of the algorithm (cf. Sections 4.1 and 4.2) address problems that arise from the special structure of WCP, namely the non-linear cost function c. Firstly, in classical min-cost flow problems, when c is linear, the cost for changing flow by a certain amount is proportional to the amount of flow change (and the length of the respective edge) and does not depend on the current amount of flow on that edge. Hence, there is no need for computing residual costs for different values of ∆. Secondly, short cycles, i. e., cycles of two edges, may have non-zero total cost in WCP (cf. cycle uv 2 u in Figure 1 (d) ). Canceling such a cycle, however, does not change the flow and therefore does not improve the solution. Hence, only cycles of at least three edges (long cycles) are interesting to us because they do not contain both an edge and its reverse. Finding any negative cycle can be done in polynomial time but finding long negative cycles is N P-hard for general directed graphs 
Detecting Long Negative Cycles
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard Bellman-Ford algorithm [3, 9] , which is a common approach to finding negative cycles. We observed in preliminary experiments that it mostly reports short cycles even if long cycles exist. The reason is that negative residual costs on an edge are repeatedly used if the cost of the reverse edge is, say, zero. In that case, the negative residual cost strongly influences the distance labels on close vertices and overshadows long cycles (see cycle uv 2 u in comparison to cycle uv 2 v 1 u in Figure 1 
One solution is to prohibit propagating the residual cost of an edge over its reverse edge. To this end, we employ the Bellman-Ford algorithm on the subgraph L of the directed line graph 2 of R which we obtain from the line graph by removing all edges representing U-turns, i. e., edges of the form (e,ē) for e ∈ E(R). We define the cost of an edge (e 1 , e 2 ) in L as γ(e 2 ). At every vertex e of L we maintain a distance label (e) initialized as γ(e). Thus, throughout the Bellman-Ford algorithm, (e) represents the length of some walk 3 in L starting at any vertex of L and ending at e. By construction of L, the label (e) also stands for some walk in R which ends at the target vertex of e and which does not traverse an edge of R directly after its reverse. Consequently, a cycle C in L corresponds to a closed walk W without U-turns of the same cost in R. In particular, W is not a short cycle, which is what we wanted. It may still occur, however, that W includes an edge and its reverse. In that case, W consists of more than one cycle that may be negative themselves. Therefore, we decompose the closed walk W into cycles, which, in turn, can be canceled one after another. For more details, refer to Section 4.2.
A downside of running the Bellman-Ford algorithm on the line graph is that more labels have to be stored and the running time of the algorithm is in O(|V (L)| · |E(L)|), which is worse than the running time on R. We present how to implement an algorithm that directly works on R, that is equivalent to the Bellman-Ford algorithm on L, and that has the same asymptotic running time as the original Bellman-Ford algorithm on R. To this goal, we use the special structure of L to analyze what the steps of the Bellman-Ford algorithm on L mean for R. When running the Bellman-Ford algorithm on L, there is one label for every vertex of L. Each of those labels gives rise to a label on an edge of R. The labels at incoming edges of v ∈ V (R) are used to compute the labels at outgoing edges of v. Let (v, w) and (v, x) be two edges leaving v. Let us assume that (x, v) has the smallest label of all edges entering v. Then, (x, v) is used to relax (v, w). But it cannot be used to relax (v, x). To do so, we need the second smallest label of all edges entering v. This yields the following observation.
Observation 2. For each vertex v of R only the two smallest labels of incoming edges of v are required to correctly update the labels on outgoing edges of v.
We call these labels relevant. Consequently, throughout our modified version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, we maintain two distance labels 1 (v) and 2 (v), and two parent pointers parent 1 (v) and parent 2 (v) for every v ∈ V (R), respectively. As above, i (v) with i = 1, 2 stand for the length of a U-turn-free walk whose first edge is arbitrary and whose last edge is (parent i (v), v). That means that the parent pointers hold the edges that have been used to build the values of the distance labels. The algorithm ensures that parent 1 (v) = parent 2 (v) and 1 (v) ≤ 2 (v) for every v ∈ V (R). In every iteration of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, each edge of R is considered for relaxation: For an edge e = (u, v) take (u) = 1 (u) if parent 1 (u) = v and (u) = 2 (u) otherwise. Then, check if (u) + γ(e) yields a new relevant label at v. If, during a relaxation step, several incumbent labels and a newly computed candidate label have the same value, we break ties in favor of the older labels-as in the original algorithm. For each edge, checking if it yields a new relevant label at its end vertex can be done in constant time. With Observation 2 we show reduced bounds for the number of iterations and the overall running time compared to a straightforward implementation on L.
Theorem 3. If after 2 · |V (R)| iterations there is an edge that allows reducing a label, then there is a negative cycle in L.
Proof. Let n = |V (R)| and suppose e 2n+1 is an edge that allows reducing a label after 2n iterations. We iteratively construct a walk backwards starting from e 2n+1 by repeatedly applying the following procedure. At an edge e i = (v, w) we define e i−1 as the incoming edge of v other than (w, v) with the smallest label. If there are several possibilities, we pick the edge with the oldest label among them. The label at e i−1 is relevant by definition. We stop when an edge would be repeated. At this point, the walk contains a closed subwalk W = (e k , . . . , e l ) for suitable k, l ∈ Z with k < l ≤ 2n + 1. By Observation 2 there are at most 2n edges with relevant labels. Hence k ≥ 1.
Since the label at e 2n+1 can be updated after 2n iterations, the label at e 2n must have been updated in iteration 2n. Repeating this argument inductively shows that for i ≥ k the label at e i was updated in or after iteration i. Therefore, all labels of edges in W were updated after the initialization. By the way the labels are computed, we therefore have
for all edges e i on W where we alias e k−1 = e l . If one of these inequalities is strict, i. e., (e j−1 ) + γ(e j ) < (e j ) for some j ∈ {k, . . . , l}, then summing over the inequalities for all edges in W will give
which can be simplified to
Hence, the total costs of W will be negative, which will complete the proof. It remains to show that there is some edge e j = (v, w) for which the inequality is strict. To this aim let e j be the edge with the oldest label among edges in W . The label (e j ) was computed from the label (e) of an edge e = (u, v) with u = w, which may or may not be e j−1 . That means (e) + γ(e j ) = (e j ) (9) where denotes the labels after the algorithm finishes and denotes the labels when (e j ) is computed. Note that the label at e may have been updated afterwards, i. e., (e) ≤ (e). For the sake of contradiction assume (e j−1 ) ≥ (e). Then, (e) ≥ (e) ≥ (e j−1 ) ≥ (e) where the first inequality holds since labels at the same edge do not increase during the algorithm and the second inequality follows from e being an incoming edge of v. Hence, all these labels are equal. The first equality implies that the label on e was not updated after the point in time when (e j ) was computed and that (e) is older than (e j ). Using the second equality, we distinguish two cases: If e = e j−1 , then (e j−1 ) is older than (e j ), which contradicts the choice of e j . If e = e j−1 , then e should have been included in W instead of e j−1 . Thus, the assumption of (e j−1 ) ≥ (e) is wrong and it holds that (e j−1 ) < (e). Combining this inequality and Equation (9) completes the proof. 
Algorithm in Detail
The previously described Bellman-Ford algorithm on L is encapsulated in Algorithm 1. We first compute some initial flow (line 1) using one of eight initialization strategies presented in Section 4.3. In line 3 we compute the residual graph R using a given flow f and a given ∆ and run the modified Bellman-Ford algorithm (line 4). In the repeat-loop, we consider one edge after another and check in line 7 if it can be relaxed (again). In that case, we extract a walk W in R with negative costs leading to that edge by traversing parent pointers. However, canceling W directly may not improve the costs of the flow as W may still contain an edge and its reverse. We decompose W into a set of simple cycles C in line 8 and cancel each cycle independently if it is long and has negative costs (lines 9 to 12). Note that even though W has negative costs, it may happen that only short cycles in C have negative costs and all long cycles have non-negative costs. In this case we search for another negative cycle in L (line 13).
If no negative cycle in the current graph L is canceled, a new value for ∆ is determined according to the delta strategy (cf. Section 4.4) in line 14 and new residual costs γ are computed. Line 14 also checks if every possible value for ∆ has been used after the last update of f without improving the solution. If so, f is returned. We apply two well-known speed-up techniques to the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Firstly, if one iteration does not yield any update of any label, then the computation is aborted and no negative cycle can be found in the current residual graph. Secondly, after sorting edges by start vertices, we track whether the labels at a vertex v have been updated since last considering its outgoing edges. If not, then there is no need to relax the outgoing edges.
Initialization Strategies
Before we can start searching for and canceling negative cycles, we need some feasible initial flow. To obtain such a flow, we consider eight strategies, which all roughly work as follows. We pick a turbine u whose production has not been routed to a substation yet. We then search for a shortest path P from u to a substation v with free capacity using Dijkstra's algorithm [8] . The search only considers edges on which the production of the turbine can be routed, i. e., it ignores congested edges. We then route the production of u along P to v.
We consider two metrics to compute shortest paths. Either we use the lengths defined by len (cf. Section 3) or we assume a length of 1 for every edge. Turbine production can either be routed to a nearest or a farthest (in the sense of the respective metric) substation with free capacity. There are two ways in which the flow is updated: The simpler variant routes only the production of u along P , i. e., the flow along P is increased by 1. The other variant greedily collects as much production from u and other turbines on P as possible without violating any capacity constraints. The resulting flows are integral since the substation capacities and the maximum cable capacity are natural numbers. If no feasible flow of finite cost is found during the initialization, the algorithm returns without a result.
This yields eight initialization strategies, which we name as follows. The base part of each name is either BFS if unit distances are used or Dijkstra (abbr. Dijk) if the distances given by len are used. This part is followed by a suffix specifying the target substation: Any (abbr. A) for the nearest and Last (abbr. L) for the farthest substation. An optional prefix of Collecting (abbr. C) means that the production is greedily collected along shortest paths. For example, CollectingDijkstraLast (abbr. C-Dijk-L) iterates over all turbines and for each turbine u it finds the substation v such that the shortest path given by len from u to v is longest among all substations. Along a shortest path from u to v, turbine production is collected greedily.
Delta Strategies
A delta strategy consists of two parts: an initial value for ∆ and a function that returns the value of ∆ for the following iteration. We discuss eight delta strategies. The simplest one starts with ∆ = 1 and increments ∆ until a negative cycle is canceled. Then, ∆ is reset to 1. We call this strategy Inc (as in increasing). Similarly, Dec (as in decreasing) starts with the largest possible value for ∆, which is twice the largest cable capacity. Then, ∆ is decremented until a cycle is canceled and reset to the largest value. The third strategy IncDec behaves like Inc until a negative cycle is canceled. Then, it decrements ∆ until ∆ = 1 and behaves like Inc again. To improve performance, all ∆ can be skipped during incrementation up to the last value of ∆ for which a negative cycle was canceled. The fourth strategy Random returns random natural numbers between one and the maximum possible value for ∆. Between any two cycle cancellations, no value is repeated.
For each strategy, we consider the following modification: After canceling a negative cycle, we retain the current value of ∆, recompute the residual costs with the new flow, and run the Bellman-Ford algorithm again. We repeat this, until ∆ does not yield a negative cycle. In that case, ∆ is changed according to the respective delta strategy. We call the strategies after the modification StayInc, StayDec, StayIncDec, and StayRandom (or S-Inc, S-Dec, S-IncDec, and S-Random for short).
Experimental Evaluation
In the previous sections, we introduced a heuristic with various strategies for the WCP. We first use statistical tests to evaluate these strategies and identify the best ones (Section 5.1).
Using the result we compare the best variant (i. e., best combination of initialization and delta strategy) with different base line algorithms for the WCP namely solving an exact MILP formulation (Section 5. 
Comparing Variants of our Algorithm
In a first step, we want to determine which delta strategy works best. To this end, we randomly select 200 instances per benchmark set. We run our algorithm on each instance with every pair of delta and initialization strategy. The first eight rows of Table 1 show for every benchmark set the minimum, average, and maximum running times for each delta strategy across all initialization strategies. We first observe that all variants are fast, with running times between tenths of milliseconds to 4.5 minutes on large instances in the worst case. We see that Dec is always the slowest strategy on average, which can be explained by the fact that Dec often tries large values for ∆, for which negative cycles are found rarely. The other strategies all roughly complete in the same time on average. It seems to be slightly faster to repeat the same ∆. However, for our purpose all variants have small enough running times. We therefore base our decision, which variant to choose, solely on their solution qualities.
To compare the variants in terms of solution quality, we compute for each delta strategy i and instance m the mean X , that means for this test we are rather interested in whether strategy i performs better than strategy j on instance m and not by how much i is better than j on m. Table 2 summarizes the results of all tests after Bonferroni-correction by 112 (the number of tests from both delta and initialization strategies). The percentage given in an entry in row i and column j states on how many instances i performes strictly better than j after averaging over all initialization strategies. Note that entries (i, j) and (j, i) need not represent 1000 instances, as two variants may return equal solution values.
In the row IncDec, all values are above 50 %, three of which are significant at the 10
and another one at the 10 −2 -level. The smallest value (50.8 % in column StayIncDec) stands for 460 instances on which IncDec performs better than StayIncDec. To the contrary, there are 446 instances on which StayIncDec yields better solutions (cf. entry 49.2 % in row StayIncDec and column IncDec). While the differences between the four delta strategies involving Inc and IncDec are not statistically significant, IncDec does seem to have a slight advantage over the others. Hence we consider IncDec as the best delta strategy.
In Figure 2 (left), for the dark green curve all instances are ordered by
in ascending order. For a given value α on the abscissa, the curve shows the relative cost factor of the instance at the α-quantile in the computed order. The other curves work accordingly. We see, for example, that IncDec works strictly better than StayInc on 49.6 % and equally on 8.1 % of all instances and on 4.5 % of all instances IncDec outperforms Inc by at least 0.5 % in cost ratio. The minimum ratios range between 0.870 (Random) and 0.947 (Inc) and the maximum ratios are between 1.027 (Random) and 1.104 (StayIncDec). Table 3 Comparison of the initialization strategies when the delta strategy IncDec is fixed. An entry in row i and column j shows on how many instances strategy i produces better solutions than strategy j. Values are marked by a star if they are significant with p < 10 −2 and by two stars if p < 10 −4 . The best strategy is marked in green. Next, we want to find the best initialization strategy after fixing IncDec as the delta strategy. We pair each initialization strategy with IncDec on the same 1000 instances and summarize the results of all pairwise tests after Bonferroni-correction with factor 112 in Table 3 . We see that both initialization strategies using Euclidean distances and routing turbine production to the nearest free substation, i. e., DijkstraAny and CollectingDijkstraAny, seem to work best. In particular, these are the only initialization strategies that show some significant advantage over other strategies. In Figure 2 (right) we depict ratios of solution values compared to CollectingDijkstraAny. The minimum ratios are between 0.886 and 0.923 for all strategies other than DijkstraAny (0.974). The maximum ratios range between 1.054 and 1.085. For the main part there is hardly any difference between collecting strategies and their non-collecting counterparts. The figure shows, e. g., that on roughly 22 % of all instances CollectingDijkstraAny is better than BFSAny and CollectingBFSAny by 0.5 %. CollectingDijkstraAny has a slight but not significant advantage over DijkstraAny. We therefore declare CollectingDijkstraAny paired with IncDec as our best variant.
The last row in Table 1 shows the running time characteristics of CollectingDijkstraAny paired with IncDec. Running times range between tenths of milliseconds and 100 seconds.
Comparing MILP solvers to establish baseline solver
We conduct preliminary experiments to determine which MILP solver we use as a baseline for our algorithm. To this goal, we randomly choose 35 instances each from benchmark sets N 1 , and N 2 and 70 instances each from benchmark sets N 3 , N 4 , and N 5 . We compare Gurobi 8.0.0 and IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio v12.8 with a running time of one day per instance and solver using the MILP formulation from Appendix B. Since computing an optimal solution to the MILP takes too long in almost all instances, we restrict the solvers to different maximum running times. Each solver uses one thread per instance and node files are written to disk after the solver uses more than 0.5 GB of memory to store node files. Other than that, default values are used.
During the experiments, we consider three time stamps: one hour, twelve hours, and one day. For each solver, instance, and time stamp we record the value of the best incumbent solution and the MIP gap. If a solver terminates with a proven optimal solution after time stamp t, then the respective values during termination are assigned to all subsequent time stamps.
The results of the experiment are depicted in Figure 3 for the quality of the best solution found by the respective solver and in Figure 4 for a comparison of MIP gaps. In Figure 3 each data point corresponds to an instance and a time stamp. The value on the abscissa stands for a normalized difference in solution values, i. e., (sol Gurobi −sol CPLEX ) /max(sol Gurobi , sol CPLEX ). This yields a value in [−1, 1], which is negative if and only if Gurobi finds a better solution than CPLEX. Figure 4 shows the MIP gaps computed by CPLEX and Gurobi for each instance and time stamps. MIP gaps (or relative gaps) are a standard notion from Mixed-integer Linear Programming. The best feasible solution the solver finds yields an upper bound (ub) on the optimal value. The solver also tries to prove lower bounds (lb). Combining the best upper and the best lower bound yield the MIP gap ub−lb /ub. This value is in the unit interval and gives information on how "bad" the solution value can be compared to the (unknown) optimal value. A value of zero shows that the best feasible solution found by the solver is optimal. Note, however, that a solution might be optimal even though the gap is positive.
Evidently, Gurobi performs better across all benchmark sets and time stamps. While there is evidence that the best incumbent solutions computed by Gurobi and CPLEX become more similar the longer the experiments run, we also see that Gurobi seems to work better than CPLEX the bigger the instances become. We therefore use Gurobi as the MILP solver to compute the baseline to which we compare the negative cycle canceling-based algorithm. 
Comparing our Best Variant with Gurobi
We compare our algorithm in its best variant, i. e., CollectingDijkstraAny with IncDec, with Gurobi on the MILP formulation in Appendix B. We randomly select 200 instances per benchmark set from the benchmark sets in [17] .
In Figure 5 we plot the ratio of the best solution value found by our algorithm to Gurobi's best solution at running times of two seconds, one hour, and one day for each benchmark set separately. These running times represent both interactive and non-time-critical planning. Since our algorithm terminates in under 100 seconds, the comparisons in Figure 5 (middle and right) use the solution our algorithm provides at termination. While discussing the plots, we also discuss an adaptation of the relative gaps ub−lb /ub we introduced in Section 5.2. For each instance, we use the lower bounds from the one-day MILP experiments. For each instance, each maximum running time and for both the MILP and the NCC algorithm take best solution value (ub) found at the maximum running time. We refer to the relative gaps as MILP gap and NCC gap, respectively, and show them in Figure 6 .
After two seconds our algorithm outperforms Gurobi on all benchmark sets as it finds better solutions on 89 % of all instances with the lowest percentage on benchmark set N 4 . On N 1 the NCC gaps are on average 14.1 % with a maximum of 24.8 % compared to MILP gaps of 16.9 % on average and at most 43.1 %. For N 3 , the NCC gaps are on average 27.6 % with a spread of only seven percentage points, compared to a mean of 34.6 % and a maximum graphs of N 5 , our algorithm produces solutions that are at least 75 % cheaper than Gurobi's on all but one instance (which has a ratio of 0.411). The gaps are on average at 53.6 % for the NCC algorithm and at 92.3 % for Gurobi.
Within one hour (middle plot in Figure 5 ) Gurobi finds better or equivalent solutions than our algorithm on a majority of the instances in benchmark sets N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 . On 25 % of the instances from N 1 , on 18.5 % of the instances from N 2 , and on one instance from N 3 the solution values are equal. On N 4 and N 5 , our algorithm still yields better solutions on 87.5 % and 52 % of the instances, respectively. Our algorithm is within 0.5 % of Gurobi's best solution on 81.4 % and within 1 % on 91.3 % of all instances. Only on six of 1000 instances (all in N 5 ), the ratio exceeds 1.10 with a maximum of 1.165. That means, while the NCC algorithm is comparable to Gurobi in solution quality on small instances, it proves better on larger wind farms. Furthermore, our algorithm is much faster since it terminates in under 100 seconds-compared to one hour of maximum running time for Gurobi.
After running times of one day (right plot in Figure 5 ), while our algorithm is at least as good as Gurobi only on between 25 % (N 5 ) and 38.5 % (N 1 ) of the instances, it is within 1 % of Gurobi's solution on 87.7 % of all instances. Again, there are only six instances with a ratio worse than 1.10 with a maximum of 1.169. Our algorithm does not profit from long running times since it gets stuck in local minima. Thus, the MILP solver is the better choice if more time is available. Between running times of one hour and one day, the gaps look vastly the same and there is hardly any difference between NCC gaps and MILP gaps. They range between zero and 25.0 % on N 1 , clot around 28 % for N 3 and N 4 and around 34 % for N 5 with seven outliers to the worse by the NCC algorithm.
In summary, these experiments show that the NCC algorithm is a viable option compared to Gurobi with long running times and that it yields better solutions than the MILP solver if only a short amount of time is given. 
Figure 6
Comparison of gaps between solution values and lower bounds on the optimal value for solutions computed by Gurobi (MILP) and the NCC algorithm separated by benchmark sets (N1 in row 1 through N5 in row 5) after maximum running times of two seconds, one hour, and one day. Lower bounds are taken from MILP experiments with running times of one day. 
Comparison to Metaheuristic Simulated Annealing
We compare our best algorithm variant with the best variant of a Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm [17] . We run the SA algorithm on 200 randomly selected instances per benchmark set (independently selected from other experiments). We compare the best solutions found after two seconds and one hour (Figure 7 ).
After two seconds, the NCC algorithm performs at least as good as the SA algorithm on all instances from N 3 and on 74.5 % and 90.5 % on N 1 and N 2 , respectively. The minimum ratios are 0.381 for N 1 , 0.911 for N 2 , and 0.875 for N 3 with one instance in N 2 where the SA algorithm does not find a solution. The maximum ratio on those benchmark sets is at most 1.034. On the larger instances of N 4 and N 5 , our algorithm presumably cannot perform sufficient iterations, as the SA algorithm is better on 71 % of those instances. Yet, the SA algorithm does not find feasible solutions on 38.5 % of instances from N 5 . The ratios have a wide spread: from 0.203 to 1.261 for N 4 and from 0.838 to 1.480 for N 5 (save for the instances without a solution from the SA algorithm).
After one hour, the SA algorithm provides better solutions than our algorithm on 67.5 % and 80 % of instances from N 2 and N 3 , respectively. Our algorithm, however, stays within 1 % in solution quality on 84.2 % on the benchmark sets N 1 -N 3 . Again, our algorithm seems to be stuck in local minima. On N 4 and N 5 , our algorithm performs better than the SA algorithm on 86 % and 74.5 %, respectively. Apparently, the SA algorithm needs more time to explore the solution space. The minimum ratios of solution values are as low as 0.716 for N 1 and between 0.905 and 0.995 for the other benchmark sets. The maximum ratios are at most 1.057 for all benchmark sets except N 5 (1.159). This supports our findings from the MILP experiments that our algorithm is competitive to other approaches to solving WCP within very short amounts of time. In view of an interactive planning process, it stands out that the SA algorithm struggles to find solutions quickly in dense graphs.
Conclusion
Based on recently presented ideas [14] we propose and compare numerous variants of a Negative Cycle Canceling heuristic for the Wind Farm Cabling Problem. While all variants run in the order of milliseconds up to 4.5 minutes, they differ significantly in quality. We identify the best variant and use it to compare our heuristic to the MILP solver Gurobi and a Simulated Annealing algorithm from the literature. With these comparisons we are able to solve several open questions [14] . While the MILP solver Gurobi has the potential to find optimal solutions if it runs long enough, our heuristic is able to find solutions of comparable quality in only a fraction of the time. Our algorithm beats Gurobi in finding good solutions in a matter of seconds. We make similar observations when we compare ourselves to a Simulated Annealing approach. Moving forward, one may investigate how to improve the solution quality of our heuristic. Visually comparing flows from our algorithm and other solution methods may help to identify what kind of more complex circulations improve the solution. It then remains to investigate how these circulations can be detected. Also, methods for escaping local minima such as temporarily allowing worse solutions could help to improve our algorithm. It also remains open whether one can prove any theoretical guarantees on the solution quality or the number of iterations. Along the same lines, any theoretical insights on why one delta or initialization strategy works better than another, or on the order in which cycles should be canceled could help improve the NCC algorithm.
In a broader algorithmic view, the heuristic can be easily generalized to minimum-cost flow problems with other types of cost functions provided that one searches for integral flows. It would be interesting to see how well the heuristic performs there.
